
 
 

New Headstocks Information 
 

1. Your new headstock will likely feel somewhat tight to turn. This is normal for new headstocks. Your new 
headstock will need to be “run-in” at no more than 2500 RPM for a several hours. Initially, the headstock will get 
hot. Make sure the temperature does not exceed 220 degrees F or the bearings may get damaged. The total run-
in time seems to vary. It will take some time for full run-in. Be careful during run-in, anything above 110 degrees 
may burn you. You may even wish to have a fan blowing on the headstock during run-in, especially if you have 
deep groove bearings. Deep groove bearings are sealed, and grease packed, they definitely seem to take longer 
to run-in. 

2. R8, ISO20, ER Spindles - If you did not purchase the optional pulley and are using your own…there are 4 flats on 
the pulley side of most spindle arbors. These can be used for setscrews. Some ER versions may not have flats. 

3. If you plan on using the headstock for RPM’s greater than 6,000 for deep grove bearings, we highly recommend 
adding a cooling fan or liquid cooler. For angular contact bearings, anything over 10,000rpm it would be a good 
idea to run a cooling fan. Some have used fan/fin or liquid coolers normally used for computer CPU cooling. The 
bearings have a high pre-load, so it will get pretty warm…especially deep grove bearings. 

4. Some headstock versions have heat expansion setscrews on the sides and or bottom. These are pre-set by us 
while the headstock is heated. They ensure that the bearings stay properly fitted during aluminum casing 
expansion from heat. Make sure you don’t unscrew them unless needed. 

5. Sherline Mill BT-30 & R8 Users – Apparently, there are variances in mounting stud lengths for Sherlines. If you 
have the longer stud, the best thing to do is simply grind down the stud until the headstock fits properly (about 
2.5mm to 3mm). I know it’s a little extra effort to grind that down, but it’s worth the ability to use a much better 
headstock. 

6. Motors – The no load RPM of the motor will not be the same speed as when it’s attached to the headstock. The 
bearings will put the motor under a small load (this is true anytime you hook a motor up to something). 

7. Motor Assembly – Typically, the mounts won’t be attached to the motor for shipping.  Simply, refer to images on 
glockcnc.com to see the correct orientation. 

8. Motor User Manual – These can be found on the GlockCNC.com website under the menu item “Downloads”. 
9. Poly V-Belts – We do not recommend using the Sherline V belts with the BT-30 or 5C headstocks. The ribbed 

belts can provide a lot more power and smoother running. 
10. As a side note – It’s a good idea to use both hands when handling a headstock that’s not attached to your 

machine yet. I’ve dropped several of them by accident over time because of just using one hand. You can dent 
the aluminum and or damage the bearings if it falls on a hard surface. This can be a costly accident if you 
ordered high end bearings. 


